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link to Can Two 2.4 GHz RC Cars Run At The Same Time?


Can Two 2.4 GHz RC Cars Run At The Same Time?



As an RC car enthusiast, controlling two RC cars sharing the same frequency would be a fun experience. But can 2 2,4 GHz RC cars run at the same time?
Is it possible to simultaneously control two...
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link to Are RC Cars Allowed On Airplanes? Everything You Should Know


Are RC Cars Allowed On Airplanes? Everything You Should Know



You may be planning a flight to another foreign country or back to your hometown and want to bring along your RC car collection.
You may wonder: are RC cars allowed on airplanes? So, is it...
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Are Nitro RC Cars Hard to Maintain?



When it comes to the RC Car world, you will often see people comparing Nitro and electric RC Cars. Nitro RC Cars used to be the king of speed in the past, but many electric RC Cars can beat them...
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link to Are Electric RC Cars Faster Than Nitro?


Are Electric RC Cars Faster Than Nitro?



Most RC car models nowadays run on electric, but nitro models gradually assert their quality and premium features. Therefore, many RC players often compare these two RC categories.
So, are...
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Can I Use a Different Remote for My RC Car?



RC Cars are miniature models of actual cars. They are usually controlled by a special remote that is powered by a battery.
These remotes include buttons to let you navigate your RC as desired, and...
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How To Start A Nitro RC Car?



Learning to set up and getting accustomed to your newly purchased nitro RC car is a fun experience for any player.
Though the owner’s manuals do provide instructions on starting the vehicle, the...
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About Us
 

Hi, my name’s Dale Bailey. Since I was a little boy, I have had a special interest in remote control toys such as cars, boats, planes and more. I’m over 30 now and it’s nice to see that my son has the same interests as me. This blog is where I share my passions, explore them with my son and learn new things. We are very happy to have you visit and hope that we will have a great journey together.




Disclaimer
 
HotBodiesOnline.com is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.com. Amazon, the Amazon logo, AmazonSupply, and the AmazonSupply logo are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

Product prices and availability are accurate as of the date/time indicated and are subject to change. Any price and availability information displayed on [relevant Amazon Site(s), as applicable] at the time of purchase will apply to the purchase of this product.

As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.
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